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I loved Chiara’s story she is a very lonely monster until her friend Aura brings her a mixture like
coffee Chiara was only supposed to have one cup instead she had three and what Chiara gets is
three very satisfying men but what they are scares Chiara and she’s a monster. Will he be affected
by her curse made to suffer great misfortune soon after they meet? But Aura feels it is her magic
that will bring this man and not Chiara’s curse so she should not be afraid to try this. Chiara was
instructed to drink only ONE cup but it was delicious and changed flavor with each cup she drank --
she had three before she remembered Aura’s instruction! Something amazing and shocking is going
to happen… restless she goes outside and wanders up the mountain wading through the lava flow
that circles her home. What will happen next? Where should she put the statues before her sexy man
shows up? How long will she have to wait for the spell to begin? Kindle Edition � FREE on Amazon
today (8/16/2022)! � Kindle Edition Chiara’s Steamy Shifters: Monsters and Gargoyles Short Story
by Lacey Carter Andersen is an amazing short story that I have loved reading very much. If you like
it it will whet your appetite for the Monsters and Gargoyles series each featuring a misunderstood
female monster who is rescued by a trio of gargoyles and treated to wild sex, I loved this story it’s
short but it’s a fantastic story and I highly recommend this book: It does have adult situations so
should be for adult readers: An old female monster is going to use a spell to find fulfillment in a one
night stand, I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.
There is no HEA in either version.

But rather seems like the first chapter of an upcoming book. I look forward to the full book but I
don't see any info on if/when it will be published: Hot men interesting woman storyline (even if it’s
so short) steam (hot and right one and lava’s steam) friendship magic and even more, Kindle Edition
Chiara's Steamy Shifters is a fun quick read with an entertaining storyline, I loved that Chiara drank
three cups instead of one and then gets a triple surprise. I loved this steamy shifter romance and
getting to return to the world of monsters and gargoyles was the cherry on top. Kindle Edition Wow!
I ❤️ this!!This was a short but super hot read , I hadn't read any of the Monsters and Gargoyles books
which I didn't need to read this but I immediately went back and started at medusas book
afterwards: Chiara is lonely on her island and has a friend make her a potion for her to get a man to
enjoy her time with: She's only supposed to have 1 of the tasty drinks but forgets and has 3: Shortly
afterwards she discovers 3 stone Gargoyles on the lava river: After they lose their stone facade she
enjoys the time of all three of them. They vow to return and I can't wait to see what
happens!!!Awesome book!!I received an ARC for my honest review: Chiara believes she is a monster
and has moved out of the world so she won’t impact others through her curse. But she is lonely so
her friend Aura half-harpy and half-witch brews a coffee-type potion for her to change her life just a
bit. It will allow her to find a man to briefly pleasure her one who needs her just as much as she
needs him, And she feels something underfoot and drags it to the edge of the lava: She finds two
more large stones like the first and realizes they are sculptures abandoned by an artist perhaps so
she takes them home. I was hooked from the minute I opened page one till the very end: I highly
recommend this story to everyone who loves reading erotic fantasy and paranormal romance. I
received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review. Kindle Edition
A short very erotic sexy story about a monster sexually satisfied by three gargoyles and who in turn
are satisfied by her: Kindle Edition Do monsters have midlife crises? Because I’m pretty sure I’m
having one… My kind bring trouble and chaos wherever they go, SO rather than continue to watch
the people around me being impacted by my curse I did the only thing I thought I could I stepped
away from the world, So when my friend mixes up a special coffee one that could make my life a
little more fulfilling I drank it eagerly ready for whatever life might throw at me, The last thing I
expected was for three gorgeous men to show up at my doorstep wanting me. If this is a midlife
crisis well I think I’m going to enjoy it, Chiara’s Steamy Shifters is a short story that takes place in
the Monsters and Gargoyles world: It is a standalone though so you don’t need to read any of the



other stories to enjoy this one, Chiara’s Steamy Shifters (Monsters and Gargoyles)

Lacey Carter Andersen loves reading writing and drinking excessive amounts of coffee: She spends
her days taking care of her husband three kids and three cats: But at night everything changes! Her
imagination runs wild with strong willed characters unique worlds and exciting plots that she
enthusiastically puts into stories: Lacey has dozens of tales: science fiction romances paranormal
romances short romances reverse harem romances and , So please feel free to dive into any of her
worlds; she loves to have the company!And youre welcome to reach out to her; she really enjoys
hearing from her readers. com/cVwDNPWebsite: {site_link} Lacey Carter Andersen loves reading
writing and drinking excessive amounts of coffee. She spends her days taking care of her husband
three kids and three cats. But at night everything changes! Her imagination runs wild with strong
willed characters unique worlds and exciting plots that she enthusiastically puts into stories. Lacey
has dozens of tales: science fiction romances paranormal romances short romances reverse harem
romances and , So please feel free to dive into any of her worlds; she loves to have the company!And
you're welcome to reach out to her; she really enjoys hearing from her readers. Kindle Edition This
is a good short story. I thought it was a good short story. Let's just say the magic was fickle. I
enjoyed the story and would recommend it. Kindle Edition Formally published as Chiara’s Steamy
Shifters. This is a single chapter SHORT STORY. Kindle Edition So incredibly cute. Little nice steamy
story. With little dose of great humor. It have everything. All I want now is to could read more about
Chiara. Because that was way too short. I voluntarily reviewed a copy of this book. Whew.(fanning
myself). At the same time. Lol then promptly sends them on their way. Kindle Edition Strong Coffee
!! . . And when she is done he’ll go away. It was short sweet and to the point. Too short if you want to
know. Links are provided for your convenience. I can’t change that; it’s just the way things are. I
love my cottage. And my life. But it can get a little lonely. Not that I mind. Not one bit.You can find
her at:Email: laceycarterandersen@gmail.comMailing List: {site_link} www.eepurl.You can find her
at:Email: laceycarterandersen@gmail.comMailing List: {site_link}
www.eepurl.com/cVwDNPWebsite: {site_link} Page: {site_link} www.facebook.com/Lacey Carter
Anderse {site_link}.


